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Resume: Mul ple applica ons run in the 
informa on systems lead to crea on of diff erent 
levels of non-quali  data – from par ally missing 
data, through doubled data with diff erent 
content, to non-relevant data to the business 
service. Today’s integrated business partners’ 
system using B2B informa on fl ows, also lead to 
non-relevant informa on content. Depending of 
the level of non-quali  of the data, the business 
damages can vary, but there are always there.

A new Method for management of the data quali  
is off ered in the ar cle, working with business 
rules. ICT solu on is off ered for suppor ng the 
Method, providing either fully automa on, 
or par ally automated tasks when a business 
specialist interven on is required. Business data 
classifi ca on is developed according to principles 
of storing and according to principles of logical 
values of the data. Technical solu on for quali  
management of each  pe of data is provided.

Evalua on Parameters for management of data 
quali  are developed while for each parameter 
an appropriate technical solu on is off ered. 
The en re ICT solu on is proposed on a level 
of Conceptual design, with used Suppor ng 
system, and with specially designed Creator of 
business communica ons. Technical solu on is 
presented for each Method’s task. In the ar cle 
are presented the used so ware components, 
through which the tests have been made. 

Key words: Data Quali  (DQ), Business data 
classifi ca on, Method for Dynamic management 
of DQ, Evalua on Parameters for DQ, SOA for 
DQ, ICT management of DQ, Creator of Business 
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1. Introduction 

A
ccording Teradata reports (a division 
of NCR) and Intelligent Solu ons Inc, 
USA, [10][12], the problem of bad 

data quali  cost to the business in the USA 
more than 600 billion dollars. It is obvious 
for any  pe of company – small or big, that 
the data quali  problem is very serious. The 
analysis of the problem sources in data quali  
demonstrates their link with data entry, with 
the integra on processes of incoming data 
into the systems from diff erent distributed 
sub-systems of the same informa on system, 
as well as with incoming data from business 
partners to the business systems [5]. A main 
reason of data quali  problems is also merging 
of a few companies and merging of their data 
[4]. All these symptoms can be seen on the 
Bulgarian market as well, for which reason the 
data quali  is not only a problem to foreigner 
companies, but also to Bulgarians.

In general, the companies need to have 
informa on systems with accurate strategic 
data, on which to relay. To manage the data 
quali , it is necessary to clarify what is “quali  
of the business data” and how it infl uences 
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the business. Also, an appropriate level of data 
quali  is suffi  cient for one company and not 
suffi  cient to another. The resolu on of the 
data quali  problem requires mul dimensional 
approach and it is much more than a technical 
solu on [3]. On top of this, the problem solving 
is not a single act; it consists of many steps 
needed to run con nuously to support the 
relevant permanent data quali  level, on all 
incoming and outgoing data.

In the literature there are few methods and 
models for data quali  technical evalua on 
[14] [15], which are in two direc ons – manual 
analysis on the stored data, and automa c data 
analysis a er their storing. These methods are 
not related to the business content of the data 
and may be applied only for keeping technical 
level of the data quali . The other problem of 
the men oned methods is that they are working 
on a sta c data – data already recorded – in 
fi les, databases, repositories, and not on data 
being in transit to the places where they will be 
treated or stored.

The goal of the current paper is to off er a new 
Method for crea on and maintenance quali  
of business data, according to formulated 
business rules, applicable for sta c data (stored 
already) and dynamic data (data in transit). The 
paper has also a goal to off er an Informa on 
and Communica on Technology (ICT) solu on, 
suppor ng the Method. The proposed ICT 
solu on includes automa c steps for checking 
the data quali , as well as a solu on helping 
a person (business data quali  specialist) to 
execute appropriate steps (some of the decisions 
to improve the data quali  cannot be taken 
automa cally – they need human interven on 
and fi nal business decision). The proposed 
Method and ICT solu on support dynamic data 
quali , based on dynamic changed business 
rules. In this way the delivered data quali  will 
correspond to the dynamically changed business 
needs of the real life.

2. Data quality is a business problem, 

not technical problem

T
he term “trusted data” is a variable term 
and depends on current content of the 

business rules. The Informa on system has to 
have “true data” in dynamic aspect, depending 
of the dynamics of the business rules [1]. 

O en, data are created from one applica on, 
and used by another applica on [7]. It is o en 
also two independently created applica ons 
from diff erent vendors, to lead to crea on 
of the same data in many copies, but with 
diff erent level of completeness and accuracy, 
crea ng diff erent level of “business truth”. The 
current Business-to-Business integra on leads to 
automa c acceptance of data from a business 
partner, which data not always correspond to 
the business goals [6]. The data quali  problem 
is a problem of the management of the en re 
informa on system and of the en re business 
goal of the informa on system [8][9][13].

From technical point of view, data quali  
is expressed mainly in acceptance, storing, 

protec ng, giving access, and accessing the 
data, where from technical point of view what 
is the content of the data is not an issue and is 
not a point of a en on. The value of the data, 
seman cs of its connec on, the interrela onships 
with other data, the completeness of all necessary 
data for a process, is purely business issue.

From business point of view, the data quali  
is expressed mainly in completeness (whether 
all necessary data for execu on of a process 
are available), consistency (whether the data 
par cipa ng in a single business process are 
with non-contradic on values), correspondence 
(whether the data par cipa ng in a single 
business process are with values within business 
reasonable rages), accuracy (whether the data 
value precision and exac tude correspond to 
the needs of the business process in which 
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they will par cipate),   meliness (whether the 
data crea on is on  me suitable for the  me of 
running the business process using that data).

It is also necessary to know how much cost one 
percent not-quali  data to the company and 
which are those important data. That is way the 
data quali  is a business issue, and the purpose 
of an ICT system is to provide that quali .

3. Business data – the base for data 

quality management

B
usiness processes are based on business 
data. Business data has to be well iden fi ed, 

with standardized formats and fi elds, to have 
relevance with the business processes where 
they are used, not to have duplica on, and to 
have business rela onal integra on, through 
which the business quali  is provided. 

For the purpose of focusing on business data 
quali , I will make a detail classifi ca on of the 
business data, and based on it I will iden fy how 
to provide the necessary data quali .

Data in an Informa on system can be classifi ed 
by two principles:

According to the persistency;• 

According to their logical value. • 

According to the principle of persistency, 
data can be defi ned as:

a) Stored data;
b) Deriva ve data;
c) Data in transit.

The stored data are data already wri en in fi les, 
data bases, or in Repository for structured or 
unstructured data. Their wri ng is provided by 
execu on of applica on or system programs. 
The deriva ve data are created dynamically 

from stored data, using some extrac on and 
treatment processes as calcula on / aggrega on 
/ rela on / associa on / etc., when is necessary 
their use. Data in transit are data in the 
communica on systems and are data in a way 
to the corresponding data treatment systems, 
such as fi les, data bases, or in Repository for 
structured or unstructured data, or any system 
or applica on program. If there is a good data 
quali  system, the data in transit has to be 
checked for appropriate quali , before to be 
sent for storing or used for treatment. In this 
case if the quali  of the transient data is not 
right, this data has to be rejected. 

According to the principle of logical value, 
data can be defi ned as:

a) Technical atomic data
b) Business atomic data;
c) Technical aggregated data;
d) Business interim data with sub-categories:

Business aggregated data;• 
Meta data.• 

e) Business end-data.

Technical atomic data is the lowest level of data 
aggrega on, having value without dis nguishable 
business content, and they are usually a fi eld 
from a fi le record, a column in a system database 
table, opera ng system variable, etc.

Business atomic data are also from the lowest 
level of aggrega on, in which the value has some 
business content, and as a separate data it has 
iden fi ed business value, for example company 
name, product price, client’s physical address, etc.

Technical aggregated data are set of atomic 
technical and atomic business data, which do not 
have business meaning, and their aggrega on is 
mad only for technical meaning and technical 
purposes, for example the table SYSTEM.
SYSCOLSTATS in DB2 DBMS uses indexes 
in database and consists of many columns, 
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represen ng technical and /or business atomic 
data, but combined in this table only for the 
purpose of DBMS performance.  

Business aggregated data represent also set 
of atomic data, but as a collec on of data has 
business meaning. For example a database table 
“Supplier” has technical atomic data (internal 
sequence number in the table), and business 
atomic data (supplier’s name, supplier’s address), 
but as an en   this table is a business data. 
Business aggregated data can be organized into 
hierarchies. 

Meta data are data for the data. They represent 
a number of atomic data; they have a business 
meaning and abstrac on; and serve to manage 
those consis ng data. Meta data are diff erent 
from the aggregated data that they can contain 
addi onal informa on non-present in the atomic 
data, such as descriptors, pointers, management 
directories, seman cs and other management 
data. Data-fl ow can also be part of the addi onal 
informa on to the meta data. Meta data can 
par cipate in a hierarchy of meta data.

Business aggregated data and meta data are 
combined into a term “Business interim data”, 
which means they are not atomic business data, 
but can be used for crea on of next higher level 
business data – either higher level Business 
interim data, or Business end-data. 

Business end-data are data with business 
meaning like business reports, business graph-
ics, business trends and etc. Generally the Busi-
ness end-data are not stored for the further 
treatment; they can be stored only for backup 
or archiving principles. 

 Technical data are only data serving the busi-
ness processes. When is going to deal with data 
quali , there is only one focus – the quali  of 
the business data. Having in mind that the Busi-
ness end-data are only resul ng data, we will 

consider for the data quali  management only 
three  pes of business data – Business atomic 
data, Business aggregated data, and Metadata.

4. Method for Dynamic business 

management of data quality

T
he author has developed a Method for 
Dynamic business management of data 

quali , which consists of 2 phases:

a) Phase 1 – Ini al prepara on;
b) Phase 2 – Providing dynamic quali .

The Method is presented graphically on Figure 1.

Phase 1 “Ini al prepara on” executes the tasks 
before the main tasks for providing dynamic 
data quali . This phase has the aim to do ini-
 al data cleaning in the Informa on system. In 
general, there is a set of data in each Informa-
 on system, which data are in some level not in 
good quali . The Phase 1 does the ini al data 
cleansing of that data. The phase executes two 
tasks. The fi rst task (Task 1-1) is Analysis and 
provides Iden fi ca on, profi ling and crea on of 
meta data 1 (MD1). By analyzing the informa-
 on system, the data has to be profi led and 
based on this the MD1 will be created. I call this 
meta data number 1 (MD1), because they are 
created before star ng the essen al part of the 
Method – Phase 2. The second task (Task 1-2) 
does ini al data cleansing in the system, where 
MD1 leads the cleansing process. 

The Phase 2 – “Providing dynamic quali ” is the 
essence of the Method, and it executes every 
 me when there are changes in the business 
rules, or new business rules are created. For this 
reason the en re phase is a cycle running peri-
odically. At the same  me the tasks 2-5, 2-6 and 
2-7 are running automa cally in a permanent 
cycle and control all the  me the data quali  
in the Informa on system. In this way the en-
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 re Phase 2 is a single cycle running periodically 
when there is a change in the business rules, in 
which there is another cycle running all the  me 
checking permanently the data quali .

Task 2-1 is the crea on of the business rules for 
data quali . This task does also business rules 
update. Business rules are described through the 
language BPEL (Business Process Execu on Lan-
guage), which a business and not IT language 
and through which the business processes are 
presented (modeled). This language is not a pro-
gramming language for crea on of applica ons. 
Using BPEL for describing the business rules leads 
to provide business control to data quali . The 
off ered below ICT system suppor ng data qual-
i  uses BPEL Processor (interpreter), so each 

change in the business rules – change the way 
and level of controlling the data quali . 

Task 2-2 creates the extended meta data 2 
(MD2) – based on MD1 and the business rules 
for data quali  (formed during task 2-1). MD2 is 
the base of the Phase 2 func onali . Based on 
MD2 is provided one  me Data cleansing in the 
Informa on system (task 2-3). Based on the same 
MD2 are created Filters for selec on of the data 
in transit for future control for data quali  (task 
2-4). The purpose of the fi lters are to select those 
applica on and business messages between all 
data moving in the enterprise network, which are 
target for data quali  control. In the proposed 
below ICT solu on suppor ng the Method, the IP 
packets are transformed to applica on messages 

Task 1-1 Task 1-2

Analysis
First Level
Data Quali
Achievement

Idenficaon,
Profiling, Creaon
Metadata Level - 1

(MD1)

Cleansing
Based on MD1

Phase 1 1 – “Inial Preparaon”

Task 2-1 Task 2-2 Task 2-3 Task 2-4 Task 2-5 Task 2-6 Task 2-7

Creaon/
Update
Business

Rules

Creaon
MD2

Making
Filters

Provisioning    
Stored Data

Quali

Establish-
ment
Stored

Data Trigers 

Creaon
Publish/
Subscribe

Procedures
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Data in Transit
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Phase 2  –  “Providing Dinamic Quali”

Data in Transit
Dynamic
Quali
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Leaded by the
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Business Rules
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(for example HTTP, SAP, FTP, MQSeries and etc.), 
where one of a few applica on messages create 
a business message. In the current Method, busi-
ness messages are extracted from the moving in 
the network business data, which are analyzed for 
the appropriate quali  through the BPEL rules. 
The crea on of the men oned fi lters serves to 
extract only the appropriate business messages in 
which there are business data for controlling, and 
then to extract the appropriate data for checking 
their quali . The fi lters are made based on XML 
descrip ons.

The task 2-5 establishes Triggers in the exis ng 
databases, for genera on events related to 
already stored data. The triggers are ac vated 
with changes in some data, when the triggers 
logic corresponds to the business rules from the 
BPEL code. The triggers can be created with 
Java or other specifi c database languages. BPEL 
descrip on defi nes for which data to establish 
triggers. It is feasible to create a trigger for a 
single data, and a er that to use it to manage 
diff erent levels of data quali  for that data. 
The triggers can inform directly the system 
suppor ng task 2-7 – Provisioning Data in transit 
quali , named “Data in transit Dynamic Quali  
evalua on leaded by the Business rules”, but 
also they can send informa on to the Publish 
/ Subscribe procedures defi ned in task 2-6. The 
Publish / Subscribe procedures have the goal to 
aggregate informa on from diff erent triggers, 
incoming asynchronously. These procedures 
have “Subscrip on” for  pe of informa on, 
which generally means to collect informa on 
from a few triggers, execu ng appropriate rule. 
The subscrip on rules are deriva ves from the 
BPEL business rules for data quali . When the 
informa on from the triggers arrived in the 
subscrip on procedure, it is treated for possible 
future publishing of event to the corresponding 
system “Data in transit Dynamic Quali  
evalua on leaded by the Business rules”. That 
system provides in fact the real checking of the 
data quali  – task 2-7.

5. Key indicators for management 

of data quality

T
he current paper off ers a set of Key indicators 
for evalua on of the data quali , which 

are cri cal in the func oning of the proposed 
Method, as well as cri cal in the opera on of 
the ICT system suppor ng the data quali . The 
Key indicators are:

Completeness• 

This indicator measures the existence or missing 
of data. For example, in the banking systems, 
the client’s address is collected from special 
billing reports created by the Municipali  
or U li  companies, and this data are not 
always complete. The completeness is usually 
95 %, but this 5 % incompleteness can bring 
big fi nancial damages to the bank. To realize 
full completeness of data, the data has to be 
cleansed. The cleansing can lead to three op ons: 
correc on of the incomplete data with new 
source of data to make it “true” data; keeping 
the uncompleted data in that way, but register 
somewhere the incompleteness; dele ng the 
uncompleted data.

Consistency• 

Consistent data are those in which having 
duplicated data, both are with the same content. 
The consistency can be transac onal – during 
the execu on of a single transac on, or stored 
consistency – a consistency for stored data.

Availabili • 

This indicator requires data to exist, when 
they needed for treatment (for example in an 
electronic form of document-order, the fi eld 
“number” cannot be emp ). The indicator is 
o en valid for cases where data coming from 
external partner do not correspond to the 
business rela onships with the partner.
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Relevance• 

This indicator requires the data values to be in 
an acceptable range or to be with defi ned set 
of ranges.

Accuracy / Precision • 

The Accuracy presents how much the data value 
is equal to the “truth” value. The precision is 
the measure of this indicator. So called “truth” 
data can be iden fi ed only via correct business 
understanding of the data nature.

Timeliness / Freshness • 

Data from a Stock Exchange which are published 
are always old, while data from the historical events 

are always fresh,  meliness. Data in Business infor-
ma on systems are always old, but for some busi-
ness processes this “oldness” is acceptable and it 
is not important. This indicator uses the  me for 
storing data and the  me un l which the data are 
correct. The diff erence between those two  mes 
defi nes the freshness of the data. 

6. ICT solution for Business 

management of data quality

6.1. Conceptual architecture of the ICT 

solution

T
he conceptual architecture of the proposed 
ICT solu on, which supports the off ered 

Method, is presented in fi gure 2.

Data Quali Business

Management Method

Dinamic Entry

of Business Rules

Data Quali
Business Rules

Working
Repository

Infrastructure

Business Partners
Systems

Enterprise
Network

Data Entry

Distributed
Systems

Repository
of Quali

Data

Supporng
System

Figure 2
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All repositories for data (fi le systems, DBMS, 
Repositories for structured and unstructured 
data) are in the Infrastructure. Data in those 
repositories and the data in transit have to be 
controlled for quali  via business rules. The 
data in transit are coming from the enterprise 
network which means: from the data entry 
systems; from other systems of the distributed 
system; and from other partner systems 
working in Business-to-Business mode. The 
proposed ICT solu on consists of: Component 
“Data quali  business rules”, which consists 
of business rules created via BPEL language; 

a component which manages the two phases 
of the Method – Ini al prepara on and 
Providing dynamic quali ; Suppor ng system 
execu ng main data quali  processes; and 
Working repository keeping temporary data. 
The proposed ICT solu on uses a business 
specialist to lead and manage the process 
related to data quali , as well as execu ng 
automa c processes for providing dynamic 
quali . As a result of func oning of the 
proposed ICT solu on, the Working repository 
will have quali  of data required from the 
business rules.

Table 2

No BPEL 

ser-vice

Data quali  

Key Indicator

Descrip on of the BPEL 

service

Parameters in the BPEL service

1 Completeness Data cleansing according to 
“truth” data” with specifi ed 
ending way 

„Truth data” (constants and variables)• 
Ending way (correc on, rejec on, • 

keeping with addi onal data)

2 Consistency Checking the value of 
duplicated data 

Type of consistency (Stored – Stored; • 
Stored – In transit)

Stored data ( pe of data in MD2) • 
Data in transit (Partner, Type MD2, • 

 pe data in MD2)

3 Availabili Checking for data availabili   – 
stored or in transit

Data for checking (stored / in transit)• 
Condi on for availabili  (!=null; !=0; • 

!=space) 
Data in transit (Partner, Type MD2, • 

Type data in MD2)

4 Relevance Checking for data value to be is 
appropriate range 

Type of relevance (Stored / In transit)• 
Stored data (Type data in MD2)• 
Data in transit (Partner, Type MD2, • 

Type data in MD2)

5 Accuracy Defi ne Time period (TP): t2-t1; 
tcurrent-t.

For TP: Current Accuracy 
(CuurAc) =√((InitAc – TruthAc/
TruthAc) 2)

PossAc) – CurrAc <0

Truth Accuracy (TruthAc)• 
Possible Accuracy (PossAc)• 
TP (t1÷t2)• 
Ini al moment ( )• 

6 Timeliness Recording arrival  me (tarr) 
with Data name

Checking tcurr – tarr <  ime

 imeliness ( ime)• 
Data in transit (Partner, Type MD2, • 

Type data in MD2)
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Business rules are entered into the solu on by a 
business specialist, using BPEL (task 2-1). Tasks 
1-1 and 1-2 are executed with the help of the 
Suppor ng system, under the control of the 
business specialist responsible for data quali .  
Tasks 1-2 and 2-3 are executed automa cally 
by the Suppor ng system. Tasks 2-4, 2-5, 2-6 
and 2-7 require respec ve programming. Those 
4 tasks are the tasks with longer dura on and 
ini ally require a few men-months. A er that, for 
changing some business rules, it is required much 
shorter dura on for re-coding of the tasks–few 
men-hours, few man-days, or few man-weeks. 
This means when changing BPEL business rules, 
an interval of a few hours-days-weeks is required 
to tune the ICT solu on.

The used language for data quali  business 
rules – BPEL, is a standard language for model-
ing business processes, which can use the ser-
vices of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [2]. 
BPEL is a language for business rules orchestra-
 on (having dependencies between diff erent 
services with a central management), and it is 
not for choreography (using dependencies be-
tween services in pairs). BPEL supports crea on 
of aggregated business services, treated also as 
a service. BPEL is supported currently from the 
biggest so ware providers.

The proposed ICT solu on uses specifi c BPEL ser-
vices – one per each data quali  Key Indicator. I 
have defi ned 6 Key indicators and for this reason 
I have created 6 BPEL services in the ICT solu-
 ons. For example, for the indicator Complete-
ness is created a BPEL services “Completeness”. 
The en re data quali  is managed with these 6 
BPEL services, with using diff erent parameters 
for each of them. The parameters specify for 
which data to be applied the appropriate BPEL 
service, and with which details for func onal-
i . It is possible to create unlimited number of 
requirements for each of the 6 BPEL services, 
using unlimited number of parameters. There 
is a buff er for each of the 6 BPEL service, and 

the parameters are recorded into that buff er, 
providing bigger performance. The implemented 
6 BPEL services are in a form of Java objects – 
POJO (Plain Old Java Object). It is used a SOA 
in the proposed ICT solu on, which executes 
all the tasks of the Method. This architecture 
is based on the product ServiceMix (an open 
source SOA), which supports JSR181 standard 
for EJB/POJO. 

In the table 2 are shown the parameters for 
each of the 6 BPEL services, together with the 
descrip on of the service.

6.2. IBM Information Server as Support-

ing system for Business management 

data quality

The proposed ICT solu on use IBM Informa on 
Server [11] as Suppor ng system. IBM Informa-
 on Server provides profi ling, cleansing and does 
data integra on from heterogeneous systems. It 
provides data integra on leaded by meta data. 
IBM Informa on Server off ers many func onal-
i es in the form of web services, such as Improv-
ing data quali   (using mainly data cleansing); 
Suppor ng data transforma on (using mainly 
ETL processes); providing common view of all 
data – structured and unstructured. 

IBM Informa on Server components are: Web-
Sphere Informa on Analyzer  for defi ning re-
la onships between data in diff erent physical 
media; WebSphere Business Glossary – for 
strong meta data descrip ons; WebSphere 
Quali  Stage – for data cleansing based on 
rules; WebSphere Data Stage – for execu on 
of ETL procedures; WebSphere Federa on 
Server  – for linking diff erent data manage-
ment systems independently of the data forms 
and the  pe of management; WebSphere 
Informa on Server Directory – serving for 
publishing of the exis ng web services; Web-
Sphere Metadata Server – serving as reposi-
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tory for meta data, providing also services to 
meta data such as Access, Integra on, Import-
Export, Analysis, Research.

6.3. Business Message Builder

The proposed ICT solu on use “Business 
message builder” to treat the incoming 
messages. This Builder consists of devices and 
procedures, leading to crea on of the business 
messages. The IP packets from the network are 
transformed into applica on messages (using the 
Convertor), and a er that they are transformed 
into business messages (using a devices based on 
SOA).  Placing the SOA in the middle level of the 
architecture, e.g. in a middle layer of 7 layered 
ISO model, this SOA I have called Middleware 
SOA (MSOA) – fi gure 3. Again ServiceMix product 
is used for the designed solu on, in which BPEL 
Processor is incorporated.

The device “Convertor” consists of 2 sub-devices: 
Cisco Switch or Router with included Cisco AON 
blade, and Network management server. AON 
blade is a specialized hardware card with loaded 
AON so ware for extrac on of IP packets and 
conversion them into defi ned requirements. 
AON is programmed as J2EE applica on server 
and in the currently proposed ICT solu on it 
works a specialized proxy server, for redirec on 
of the IP packets to the Network management 
server – fi gure 4.

MSOA uses Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), 
working with the principle of JBI (Java Business 
Integra on) –JSR208 standard. The way in 
which it transforms a message into a service is 
presented in fi gure 5.

Each request from external user of services, 
such as business messages, is converted into 
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Binding Components (BC), via conversion of the 
message to Exchanged Message (EM) – adding 
a metadata on top of the original message. 
The received in this way Exchanged Message 
is sent to the Delivering channel, which send 
it as a Normalized message for the Normalized 
messages Broker. The last one plays a role as a 
router for Normalized Messages.

6.4. Task Technology execution of the proposed 

Method

It is required to use IBM Informa on Server for 
the execu on of tasks 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3. Business 
data quali  specialist has to run the execu on 
of those tasks – fi gure 6.

To run the fi rst two tasks, business data 
quali  specialist needs to have appropriate 
business vision.  A er the manually supported 
establishment of MD2 (end of task 2-2), the rest 
of the tasks run automa cally. The business data 
quali  specialist just starts the tasks, iden fying 
addi onally correla on between the business 
data, if IBM Informa on server cannot fi nd all of 
them automa cally via its analysis, profi ling and 
seman c mechanisms. The execu on of the rest 
tasks from Phase 2 is shown in fi gure 7.

The tasks 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 require some 
programming, when business rules are 
changed, but the execu on of these tasks is 
run automa cally. The task 2-7 also requires 
programming, but not related to any change of 
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the business rule – the task requires programming 
on the ini al moment – when the ICT solu on 
is created. This programming of task 2-7 can 
be accepted as part of the crea on of the ICT 
solu on. 
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